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About This Content

The original soundtrack for Organ Quarter.

Locked away in a dusty basement with a computer for 10 months, I was given the task of coming up with a horrifying and yet
beautiful soundtrack for a game project. It was about a strange town, with morbid inhabitants and a horrible curse. With nothing

but a few images to go by, this is what I created. 41 instrumental tracks (1 hour 50 minutes) of ugly/beautiful/surreal
soundscapes and melodies. Perhaps something to take with you on a long ride through a quiet place. For fans of film scores and

strange haunting ambience. I would love to know what you think of it. All contributions go towards future artistic/musical
projects of mine.

Thank you for supporting my work.
I am truly grateful.

- Anadale

INFLUENCES:

1970's/1980's Horror films

Akira Yamaoka (Silent Hill)

Nobuo Uematsu

David Lynch
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The game itself seems fine, but it changes the screen resolution to 320 x 240 and puts the game in window mode, and makes it
somewhat awkward to play. Also quickly quitting the game seems slightly less intuitive than it should be. But the game itself
does seem fun.. Pro: A fairy long and good story. Great varity in puzzels.
Con: I mis spoken dialog. When using "Hint" some sparkels showed up at wrong places.. poor graphic quality, poor control,
cannot costomise control button, cannot choose mission youself. I don't know where this came from but its not fun. Skip it.. For
early access the game is great. Good pvp and good pve. Group system is good and the crafting is very good. Also the tier
progression and questing is enough Only issues atm is the game seems a little to grindy, I aready told devs my input and there
know its an issue and planing on improving the progression. For the price you will definitely get your moneys worth. Also join
the Cyrofall discord if u have any problems because the devs are really active and also are listening to the community.. just
wasnt much fun. Interesting story and fresh characters, marred by some extremely frustrating puzzle designs.
Recommended if wanting a flawed, but decent Broken Sword entry.
. I highly recommend " Sniper Tactical " not only to the sniper lover community, but to all those hard workers out there on their
daily grind, this game is a nice escape and stress reliever. I can say " Sniper Tactical " has a blessed future.

2\/1\/2016 *Message to the Developers, I have perfected "Sniper Tactical " i love the work you did with this game, i have a
Suggestion if it is possible can you make a addon\/mod or anything like that where we can edit our own maps? I have beat the
maps and levels you put , it stops on 11, i love your game and would really love to see it continue on with more non-stop action,
if you can add some more maps it would be great, but then again we will beat them too. but if you put a map editor, we will have
non-stop gaming action. A opinion if you do see this message, please put a option in the map editor where we can not only place
the npc but also make him walk\/run to other places, because a npc just standing is a too much of a easy kill. Aswell a NEW
Weapon a very popular Rifle, called the M4 " https:\/\/en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/M4_carbine " Thank you for your time, i love
your game 100%. please continue your awsome work, God bless you all.

2\/2\/2016 *Developers of " Sniper Tactical " I have found a new and very nice popular sniper rife called the STAR-21, it
originally is the " TAVOR " the STAR-21 is a updated version of a Sniper rife. This gun is a beauty and i would deeply love to
have it in our awsome of "Sniper Tactical ". If you can please come up with a update for this weapon, i and the professional
snipers of the community of " Sniper Tactical " Thank You. Here are some links of ideas - 
https:\/\/en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/IMI_Tavor_TAR-21 . http:\/\/www.imfdb.org\/wiki\/Tavor_TAR-21_rifle_series .. 

Follow our curator page: IndieGems if you like and want to see more reviews like this one.

Wayward Souls is a hack-n-slash roguelite that features retro-style pixel graphics, multiple character classes to choose from, fast-
paced action, and procedurally generated dungeons. The game is currently in Early Access, with more content to come in the
upcoming months.

The basic gameplay features fast-paced hack-n-slash action with the look and feel of a traditional 16-bit SNES game with some
nice animations and repetitive gameplay. Each individual enemy (other than the bosses) is not particularly difficult, but if you
are not careful about your movement and have 10-20 enemies rushing you in asynchronous fashion, you are in trouble.

The game starts feature three different classes, Warrior, Mage, and Rogue that the player can choose from, each with its own
features, strengths and weaknesses. There are 3 more characters to unlock, and another one on the way. Each character features
his/her own story, and so the game has a lot of replay value in trying to find out how to achieve character mastery with each and
to reveal their background stories. Each story plot line is only displayed once, so it would be nice for the game to offer the
option to look back at the story once it has been revealed. (For those like me who gets halfway with one character and decided
that perhaps another one would be good to try. Unlocking other characters along the way and not going back to the first for a
long time.) I find that the lore is charming but minimal, yet adds enough flavor to each character for you to really want to get
better just to see their short stories. This reminds me of Super Mario Bros where you work so hard as a 6 year-old child on
continuous rinse and repeat just to bathe in the limelight of a Toad telling you "But our princess is in another castle!"
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There is only one difficulty, and you have to be prepared to die a lot. In this I agree with the above mentioned automatic story
skip beyond the first time seeing it. But there are permanent upgrades available for each character with a cap seen on the
character selection screen. As long as you have the gold, you can buy the upgrade and increase your chance of survival a bit
more. How do you earn gold? Well, you grind a little for that. Other than finding gold and treasure in chests, you can also hack
down every mushroom, rock, wall decoration, lamp, you name it for a certain chance of a shiny golden coin. I don't particularly
like this aspect that artificially draws out runs just because you are trying to maximize your gold gained per run so that you can
buy more upgrades before the next. This takes away from the flow and rhythm of the actual game, especially since there is no
benefit to gaining coins on your current run, maybe except to put a bonus on your gravestone for your friends. The gold you gain
is a cumulative purse and just adds up until you have enough. In addition, the gold can be used for any character you can
currently play.

Speaking of your gravestones, you can choose to write a message every time you die. And if you pay some of your in-game
gold, you can put a bonus on there for your friends who see your tombstone when they play. These are timed (1-2 days) and can
give your friends some bonus gold, a blessing (temp status boost), etc. Your Steam friends automatically show up in there, but
each person has a game ID that you can share with others and you can add a bunch of people with whom you are not friends on
Steam. See discussion forums for many such people exchanging IDs.

There is progression for each character for each run that is not permanent. You always start with the basic stats (unless you
spent coin for permanent upgrades). Each floor has either a shrine or an ember forge. Shrines give you a temporary status effect
boost, armor, etc. Whereas the ember forge gives you a boost in your weapon, status, etc for the rest of the run. The ember
forge always gives you two options and you pick the one that fits your play style. In addition, you also can take on a single pet at
a time during your run. These small creatures you discover in chests/crates and can really help you out during your game. If you
find another animal that you think is a better pet, you can just walk up to it and exchange your current pet for the new one.

The battle sequences are in locked rooms, like many dungeon crawlers, and you need to clear the room to be able to move onto
the next. I am not a big fan of being only able to attack in the four cardinal directions, but enemies can fire physical or magical
projectiles at you from all kinds of angles. This is my only complaint at this time regarding the battle system, if anything, at least
give me the diagonals!

You also find some consumable items that are generated randomly and hidden within chests. You have a limited inventory and
you will need to go into your map/menu to access and use your consumables. These are offensive or defensive and can come in
really handy in a tight spot or a particularly difficult fight.

I had mentioned initially that this game can be considered repetitive. This is because of the grind for coins, the countless
enemies, and the many deaths. So perhaps if you are truly skilled, and can vanquish all of your foes without coins or permanent
upgrades, and you find the enemy patterns easy to discern and to deal with, then this would hardly be a problem for you.
Certainly the coin-purchased permanent upgrades are assist devices that you may not need.

There is one more thing that you collect, hats! I have no idea what they are for, but I have gotten a bunch of different hats
through my gameplay. I think this is meant to be some kind of achievement, though I am not sure.

So this game is clearly not meant for everyone. Not everyone wants to play a game that has the playing character die many
times, with rinse and repeat action. But if you are reading this review and you have read to this point, you have a pretty good
idea of what you are getting yourself into. I personally think this is an excellent game that could use a little more polish. But it is
still in Early Access and I am curious about what additional features will come through in future updates. In its current state, I
would give the game a 8/10. It's not perfect, but it certainly has its own charm. I absolutely would recommend it.

I received the product for free. I did not receive any compensation to write this review. The opinions represented here
are entirely my own and were not influenced in any way.

. It's interesting - only played for a little bit of time today, but looks like it could be fun.
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The game was very short and unoptimized, but it was free and gave me a few spooks.. If you want to make an old-timey PC
game, make one that can be controlled without gamepad. The controls are abomination.. Waste of time. Only for fans, terribly
made, inconsistent controls, and worst of all, boring as all hell.. Short, Fun, Simple, Difficult

10\/10. The map this pack comes with is similar to "Assault" missions, where you need a less tower-oriented character, and a
more run & gun kind of character. The costume may be hard to get, as you have to play this on Insane and win, but the Turkey
Costume for the Squire is, in my opinion, the best costume, simply because of it's hilarious nature. If you're a good shot, give
this one a try.
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